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**gmxapi Output proxy establishes execution dependency.**
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<td>Priority</td>
<td>Normal</td>
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<td>Assignee</td>
<td>Eric Irrgang</td>
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<td>Category</td>
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**Description**

FR2 as described in #2893

Operations built with the wrappers in gmxapi.operation should behave with correct execution dependency.

Criteria for completion:
Demonstrate with chains of commandlne_operation.

**Related issues:**

- Blocked by GROMACS - Task #2893: Integrate gmxapi Python package

**History**

**#1 - 03/14/2019 04:03 PM - Eric Irrgang**
- Blocked by Task #2893: Integrate gmxapi Python package added

**#2 - 03/14/2019 04:03 PM - Eric Irrgang**
- Blocked by Task #2894: Wrap importable Python code. added

**#3 - 03/14/2019 05:42 PM - Gerrit Code Review Bot**
Gerrit received a related patchset '8' for Issue #2895.
Uploader: M. Eric Irrgang (ericirrgang@gmail.com)
Change-Id: gromacs~master~I17c308190e9073df1f94621b7dcca127881e6ad3
Gerrit URL: https://gerrit.gromacs.org/9205

**#4 - 03/29/2019 05:18 PM - Eric Irrgang**
- Status changed from New to Resolved

Merged this issue with #2893

**#5 - 04/09/2019 12:26 PM - Eric Irrgang**
- Blocked by deleted (Task #2894: Wrap importable Python code.)

**#6 - 12/10/2019 01:55 PM - Eric Irrgang**
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed